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This lecture will cover: 

• Period Life Table Construction

• nax

• Open-ended Age Interval
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Period Life Table (“Current Life Table”)

• Mortality experience of a population instead of a cohort : synthetic or 
hypothetical cohort.

• Similar to the cohort life table in many aspects, but there are differences 
when it comes to construction and interpretation.

• How can a population’s period mortality experience be operationalised to 
produce a period life table?

• We can do it through nMx (the observed period ASDRs)

• The method is to convert nMx into nqx, assuming that    nMx= nmx
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nax

• If nax = n/2, then 

• In a cohort life table, nax receives little 
interest, because both nqx and nmx can, in 
principle, be directly observed.

• In contrast, for the period life table, the 
set of nax values does matter in order to 
make the conversion of nmx into nqx.

• With a death rate of 0.012 and an error of 
0.2 years in nax (relatively large error), it 
would affect nqx in the proportion of only 
0.2x0.012 = 0.0024 = 0.24 %

• However, if the error is repeated over and 
over from age group to another age group, 
the effect will be cumulative.
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Strategies to obtain nax

• Direct observation (e.g. using population 
registers)

• nmx function

• Using a set of nax. values from another 
population, when level and shape of nmx
curve is expected to be similar.

• Using rules of thumb (in the absence of 
information) 

• Assume that deaths are evenly 
distributed across one-year 
intervals. That is, nax = n/2 (except 
for youngest age-group). Leads to 
reasonable results.

Source: Preston et al. (2001), p. 47



nax for Young Ages

• In general, we borrow nax from the empirical 
work of Nathan Keyfitz:

• nax for the first year

• nax for the following four years

• Keyfitz used the second strategy (graduation) to 
calculate nax.

• Another set of equations for nax to use for young 
ages: Coale and Demeny (1983). With P. Yaughan. 
Regional Model Life Tables and Stable Population. 
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Source: Preston et al. (2001), p. 47



The Open-ended Age Interval

• Since                   

when n = ∞                           , or

• In the last age group, we know that the number of survivors equals the 

number of deaths,       

• As such,                       ,or 

∞mx is observed; lx can be calculated, based on the mortality experience from 

all ages below x. (Preston et al. (2001), p. 48)
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Source: Preston et al. (2001), p. 48



The Open-ended Age Interval

• What about nqx, npx and nax for the last age-group?                   
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Source: Preston et al. (2001), p. 48



The Open-ended Age Interval

• What about nqx, npx and nax for the last age-group?                   
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Source: Preston et al. (2001), p. 48



Q & A 


